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The response of the government of Nigeria to persistent
religious freedom concerns in that country continues to
be inadequate. These concerns include an ongoing series
of violent communal conflicts along religious lines; the
expansion of sharia (Islamic law) into the criminal codes
of several northern Nigerian states; and discrimination
against minority communities of Christians and Muslims.
In addition, there are reports of foreign sources of funding
and support for Islamic extremist activities in northern Nigeria, activities that threaten to fracture the already fragile
relations between the two main religious groups. However,
during the past two years, Nigerian security forces have
responded more quickly to quell sectarian violence and
have taken steps to address the activities of Islamic extremist groups. Because of persistent concerns, the Commission
continues to place Nigeria on its Watch List.
Over the last year, Nigeria continued to experience
incidents of violent communal conflict along religious
and ethnic lines, which are often intertwined. The popular
movement in 12 northern Nigerian states to expand the
legal application of sharia to criminal matters continues
to spark communal violence and is an ongoing source of
volatility and tension between Muslims and Christians at
both the national and local levels. Serious outbreaks of
Muslim-Christian violence in the last few years threaten
to divide further the populace along religious lines and to
undermine the democratic transition and the foundations
of freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief in
Nigeria. Social, economic, and political conditions have not
improved in the country, fostering a climate of even greater
tension among ethnic and religious communities.
Since President Olusegun Obasanjo came to power
through popular elections in 1999, more than 10,000 Nigerians have been killed in sectarian and communal attacks
and reprisals between Muslims and Christians. The most
serious of these clashes occurred in Kaduna state (February and May 2000 and November 2002); Jos, Plateau state
(September 2001); Kano state and Yelwa, Plateau state
(February-May 2004); and more recently, in northern and
southeastern Nigeria, in the wake of the controversy over
depictions of the Prophet Muhammad in the Danish press
(February 2006).
Ethnic and religious violence continued throughout
the past year, although the number of deaths resulting from
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espite the ongoing nature of sectarian
violence, the number of those killed
decreased in the past year due to a more
rapid and effective response by security
authorities. However, prosecution of those
involved with instigating sectarian
violence remains inadequate, and President
Obasanjo has been criticized both inside
and outside Nigeria for not responding more
decisively to the violence and the
communal tensions brought about by
the sharia controversy.

the violence decreased compared to previous years. Dozens
of people were killed and dozens of churches and mosques
destroyed in communal violence in several towns and villages in southeastern Nigeria, the Middle Belt region, and
northern Nigeria. In February 2006, approximately 50,000
people were displaced and at least 150 Muslims and Christians were killed in four days of sectarian violence across
Nigeria, particularly in the cities of Onitsha, Maiduguri,
Katsina, and Bauchi, after protests over caricatures of the
Prophet Muhammad fueled underlying religious and ethnic
tensions. Independent reports indicate that both Muslim
and Christian groups initiated attacks on each other and
reprisal attacks followed. Unlike in the past, the Nigerian
government eventually raised the security alert level and
directed law enforcement agents to deal decisively with
eruptions of violence in any part of the country. At least
400 people have since been arrested. In March 2006, the
Nigerian Information Minister stated publicly that there
are continuing efforts by some individuals, groups, and organizations to instigate “further violence and mayhem” in
many northern and southern states and that those “already
arrested for their roles in the violence will be fully prosecuted.” Widespread destruction of property took place, with
numerous churches, mosques, and homes burned down.
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Also in February 2006, students at a secondary school
in the northern Nigerian state of Bauchi reportedly threatened a Christian teacher for handling the Koran improperly. In a subsequent demonstration that turned violent,
two churches were burned and approximately 20 Christians
were killed. The teacher reportedly came in contact with
a copy of the Koran after taking it from a student who was
reading it while class was in session. According to the State
Department, although 25 arrests were made, the case was
being handled as a state security matter with little information publicly available. In April 2006 in Plateau state,
at least 25 people, both Christian and Muslim, were killed
and hundreds fled their homes during sectarian clashes
over land ownership between the Pan and Gomai people.
In September 2006, a mob of Muslim youths injured six
Christians and burned nearly a dozen churches in the predominantly Muslim town of Dutse, capital of Jigawa state in
northern Nigeria. The attacks were sparked by allegations
that a Christian woman had blasphemed the Prophet Muhammad. Demanding that she be stoned, angry Muslims
incited a riot, destroying churches, 20 Christian homes, and
40 shops, leaving more than 1,000 Christians displaced.
According to news reports, 25 persons were arrested in that
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incident. As of this writing, none of those arrested have
been prosecuted.
Despite the ongoing nature of sectarian violence, the
number of those killed decreased in the past year due to a
more rapid and effective response by security authorities.
However, prosecution of those involved with instigating
sectarian violence remains inadequate, and President
Obasanjo has been criticized both inside and outside Nigeria for not responding more decisively to the violence and
the communal tensions brought about by the sharia controversy. He has primarily played a mediating role, stressing
political negotiations rather than ordering the government
to intervene to stop or prevent further violence. Moreover,
many Christians and Muslims have been identified as
perpetrators of violence over the years, but very few, if any,
have been prosecuted or brought to justice. In fact, security
and police forces have sometimes been accused of using
excessive force, including extrajudicial killings, to curb
communal violence. In an unprecedented admission, in
August 2005, President Obasanjo stated publicly that the
Nigerian police force had been guilty of torture and extrajudicial killings in numerous instances, and vowed to enforce
adherence by police to universal human rights standards.
After her visit to Nigeria in February-March 2005, the UN
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief stated
that the Nigerian government should ensure that investigations of communal and sectarian violence are thorough,
including through the identification and prosecution of the
alleged perpetrators. In addition, the Nigerian government
“should take very firm positions whenever religion is at the
origin of human rights violations, regardless of which religious community is concerned.” In October 2006, the Sultan of Sokoto, Muhammadu Maccido, widely regarded as
the spiritual leader of Nigerian Muslims, died in an airplane
accident. In recent years, Maccido frequently spoke out in
an effort to end sectarian and communal violence between
Muslims and Christians in Nigeria.
Since October 1999, 12 northern Nigerian states have
extended or announced plans to expand the application
of sharia in the state’s criminal law; however, there have
not been further enactments in the past year. Although
the particulars vary from state to state, each has adopted,
or reportedly plans to adopt, a sharia-based penal code
and provisions to extend the jurisdiction of sharia courts
beyond personal status matters to include sharia crimes
and punishments for Muslims only. Punishments include
amputation, flogging, or death by stoning, oftentimes after
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trials that fall short of basic international legal standards.
Defendants have limited rights of appeal and sometimes
have no opportunity to seek legal representation. Women
have faced particular discrimination under these codes, especially in adultery cases where pregnancy alone has been
used as adequate evidence of guilt, and allegations of rape
and sexual violence are rarely investigated by judges. In
addition to criminal code changes that purportedly apply
only to Muslims, some states have instituted or tolerated
discriminatory practices such as banning the sale and consumption of alcohol and disadvantaging women in education, health care, and public transportation. These practices
affect Muslims and non-Muslims alike. For example, in July
2005, the state government in Kano banned women from
riding in the same buses as men and from riding behind
men on motorcycles. Moreover, a few northern Nigerian
states—Kano, Zamfara, and Katsina—have sanctioned
quasi-official Hisbah (religious police) to enforce sharia
violations and other discriminatory practices.
There have been several cases in which sharia courts
have handed down sentences of death by stoning to Muslims for various offenses. In 2003, several such cases were
overturned and thrown out on appeal; stoning sentences
remain in several other cases pending appeal. No stoning
punishments have been carried out as of the time of this
report. Nevertheless, sentences involving amputation and
flogging have been carried out in recent years, although no
such sentences were carried out during the past year, and
several cases of this kind have been reversed on appeal, are
in the process of appeal, or are awaiting sentencing. There
are pending amputation and/or stoning sentences in Jigawa,
Bauchi, Niger, Kano, and Zamfara states. Many of these cases
have been delayed continuously for various reasons.
Sharia punishments such as death by stoning and
amputation have been topics of a national debate in recent
years on whether these punishments constitute torture
or inhumane or degrading treatment under the Nigerian

Constitution. The UN Committee Against Torture, as well
as the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, have stated that
flogging, stoning, and amputation do breach the prohibition against inhuman or degrading treatment under
international human rights standards and treaties. On this
issue, the UN Special Rapporteur stated that the Nigerian
government should ensure that practices and codes of all
states are in compliance with international human rights
conventions and it should conduct an “assessment of all the
laws in force and analyze their compatibility with international human rights law.”
In addition to the sharia controversy and the violence
it incites, Nigeria is plagued by a number of other serious
problems regarding freedom of religion or belief. Christians in the northern states complain of what they view as
discrimination at the hands of Muslim-controlled governments and describe their communities as having the status
of “second-class citizens.” Most complaints predate the
recent initiatives regarding sharia, and include allegations
of official discrimination in the denial of applications to
build or repair places of worship, access to education and
state-run media, representation in government bodies,
and government employment. Muslim communities in
southeastern Nigeria, where Muslims are a small fraction
of the population, echo some of the complaints of minority Christian communities in northern Nigeria. Southern
Muslim leaders report official or officially sanctioned discrimination in the media, education, and representation in
government institutions. Although proselytizing is permitted by the Constitution, several northern states continue to
ban some public religious activities to address public safety
and security concerns.
Since 2003, there have been an increasing number of
small, vocal Muslim groups in northern Nigeria that advocate strict application of sharia, and which, some argue, are
helping create a haven for radical Islamic militants from
outside Nigeria. Though not organized as a nationwide
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ince October 1999, 12 northern
Nigerian states have extended or
announced plans to expand the
application of sharia in the state’s
criminal law…. Punishments include
amputation, flogging, or death by stoning,
oftentimes after trials that fall short of
basic international legal standards.

movement, some of these groups advocate a more forcible
Islamization of all Nigerian society, regardless of religious
affiliation. Over the past two years, Nigerian security forces
have dealt more decisively with Islamic extremist groups,
resulting in a decrease in the number of incidents related
to these groups’ activities, a positive development. However, in April 2007, 12 Nigerian police officers were killed
after Islamist extremists attacked a police station in Kano.
Nigerian security forces responded by killing at least 25 of
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the self-styled “Taliban” militants, who Nigerian authorities
said came into Nigeria from neighboring Chad.
Several observers inside and outside Nigeria have
reported that financial support from Libya, Saudi Arabia,
and Sudan has been used to build mosques and Islamic
religious schools in northern Nigeria. Some have suggested
that the extreme interpretation of Islam being preached in
these mosques and religious schools is not a form of Islam
that is traditional to Nigeria. Also, there are reports that an
increasing number of Nigerian Islamic scholars and clerics
are being trained in Saudi Arabia and return with a politicoreligious ideology that explicitly promotes hatred of, and
violence against, non-Muslims.
The Commission has traveled twice to Nigeria, most
recently in August 2003. In August 2004, the Commission
issued a Policy Focus on Nigeria, which included recommendations for the U.S. government in relation to communal and sectarian violence, the expansion of sharia law in
the north, discrimination against religious minorities, and
increasing Islamic extremist activity. In addition, throughout the past year, Commission staff met with members
of non-governmental organizations representing various
religious communities in Nigeria, as well as human rights
organizations, academics, and other Nigeria experts.

NIGERIA Commission Recommendations

W

ith regard to Nigeria, the
Commission recommends
that the U.S. government should:
• u
 rge the Nigerian government to
address the sharia controversy,
oppose religious extremism, and
hold accountable perpetrators of
religious violence by:
• e nsuring that sharia codes, as
applied, provide the principle of
equality under the law between
men and women and between
Muslims and non-Muslims, and
do not result in violations of international human rights standards
with regard to freedom of religion
or belief, due process of law, equal
treatment before the law, freedom
of expression, and discriminatory
practices against women;
• e nsuring that sharia criminal
codes do not apply to non-Muslims or to individual Muslims
who do not wish to go before
sharia courts, and preventing law
enforcement activities in northern states by any quasi-official or
private corps of sharia enforcers;
• t aking effective steps to prevent
and contain acts of sectarian and
communal violence, prevent
reprisal attacks, and bring those
responsible for such violence
to justice;
• c easing immediately any official
support for the so-called “religious
police,” or Hisbah, and ensuring that state governments make
greater efforts to halt the activities
of these vigilante groups, including
prosecuting those found to have
taken the law into their own hands;

• e xpand U.S. presence and outreach
efforts, primarily in northern
Nigeria, by:
• o
 pening a consulate or other
official presence in Kano, or elsewhere in the north;
• p
 roviding adequate Embassy and
Consulate staff with appropriate
local language skills, and require
political and public affairs officers to regularly travel throughout Nigeria;
• i ncreasing the capacity of the
Hausa Service of the Voice of
America to report fair and balanced views on communal conflict and human rights; and
	•

s ponsor several exchange programs each year on the topics
of freedom of religion or belief,
religious tolerance, and Islamic
law and human rights, targeting
religious leaders, human rights
advocates, government officials,
and northern Nigerians;

• e xpand U.S. support for communal
conflict prevention and mitigation,
through U.S. foreign assistance programs or otherwise, by identifying
and supporting:
• N
 igerian non-governmental organizations working on communal
conflict prevention and mitigation, emphasizing capacity-building at the local level;
• h
 uman rights defenders, including
legal aid groups that defend the
constitutional and internationally
recognized rights of individuals,
especially women, impacted by
sharia-based criminal codes;

• human rights defenders responding to credible allegations of
religious discrimination in any
part of Nigeria;
• funds for the expansion of training
for the Nigerian federal police in
human rights protection;
• programs and institutions, particularly where communal violence
has occurred, that promote objective, unbiased, and non-inflammatory reporting, consistent with the
right to freedom of expression; and
• the expansion of Nigeria’s InterReligious Council, formed to promote dialogue between Christians
and Muslims, and replicate the
Council at the state and
local levels; and
• c ontinue to support and adequately
fund the Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Initiative, a regional U.S.
security partnership, succeeding the
previous Pan-Sahel Initiative and
comprised of African and Maghreb
countries, including Nigeria, which
helps to identify, publicize, and
counter foreign sources of terrorism
and religious extremism.
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